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Welcome from Sam Manning
Dear Residents, Families and Colleagues,
Welcome to our Spring 2021 Newsletter! First and foremost, my deepest thanks to
each of you for coming together as the ‘Excelcare family’ showing commitment and
solidarity through working together, to ensure good outcomes for everyone during a
signiﬁcant time.
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March 2020 saw the start of the pandemic and a time when life in Excelcare became
even more challenging and fast-paced than usual. Taking time to reﬂect on this, it is hard FRONTLINE GRATITUDE
to remember what normal life was like before.
page 2-5
This last year has been a whirlwind of coordinating the management of COVID-19 to
mitigate the risks, ensuring we continue to deliver safe care whilst also maintaining the
emotional and physical wellbeing across the Excelcare-family.

QUALITY OF LIFE &
ENHANCED WELLBEING
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We have created new ways of living, working, communicating, socialising, and most
importantly ensured our homes continued to be fun and full of laughter whilst adhering EXCELCARE
to lockdown measures, social distancing and PPE.
SUPERHEROES
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Our guidance and policies have been continuously updated to reﬂect the changing
guidelines issued by the Government and Public Health England. To protect our residents, relatives and team members, we have also introduced our own internal promise SHARING IS CARING
that outlines a continuous commitment to Infection Prevention and Control (IPC);
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a commitment that played a contributory factor in our homes meeting the assured
standards as regulated by CQC.
CQC AND GROUP
With district nurses and many GPs working remotely for the past year; our couraUPDATES
geous and dedicated frontline care teams stepped forward to be upskilled, enabling
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them to undertake additional duties whilst still providing the usual care, reassurance
and support to the people we care for.

The individuals who live in our care homes each have their own personal strengths and weaknesses, responding in their own
way to the challenges of the pandemic. Through each of these challenges, we have experienced over the past year, we have
had this in mind; remembering that both residents and their families will be experiencing a range of feelings during periods
where no care home visiting was allowed, and we thank our teams for working hard to keep open channels of communication whilst offering support and reassurance.
Across the group, we tried many new and innovative ways of working and learnt many valuable lessons; many of which we
will take forward beyond COVID-19 times.
The real measure has been the strength of residents, their families, our frontline leaders and care givers and also the support teams working behind the scenes. Each being a key part of the Excelcare family, coming together to ﬁght coronavirus by
supporting and trusting each other.
Pulling together as a family to ‘go above and beyond’ to meet the unprecedented demands of COVID-19, amidst anxieties
and tiredness.
It has been heart-warming to take a step forward this month, with many of our homes once again opening their doors and
welcoming back friends and families. It has been an emotional mixture of feelings, seeing the smiles on residents’ faces, as
once again they were able to hold hands with their loved one.
Whilst the pandemic has resulted in loss of predictability; routine; space; socialising and more - it has provided an opportunity to create memories, whether this has been through window waves, video calls, paper hugs, pen pals, virtual activities, or
our rainbows of hope. Many of the memories have been captured and shared directly between yourselves or on the homes
Facebook page; and I hope this newsletter will bring you lots of smiles as we capture some of the memories of the happy
times; and share the opportunity to make more special memories tomorrow.
Thank you to each of you for not just being a key part of the Excelcare-family, but for being heroes in the ﬁght against
COVID-19.
Sam Manning
Chief Operating Ofﬁcer
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“

Because of your smile,
you make life more beautiful.
Thich Nhat Hanh

”
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Excelcare’s Rainbow of Hope
During the COVID-19 pandemic, many of our Excelcare team members have been on the frontline, supporting some of
the most vulnerable in society and keeping them in good spirits. Their hard work, commitment and caring approach has
not wavered and many have gone above and beyone their roles to keep people supported. Bailey Manning, the daughter of
Excelcare’s Chief Operating Ofﬁcer, ﬁlmed and sent out videos of her singing, dancing and exercising to spread smiles and
hope during the challenges they faced.
With an initial target of £15,000, The Rainbow Fund was shared far and wide to gather support, with many donations from
families and friends of our care homes, their communities and also Excelcare support ofﬁce team members, who were keen to
support their colleagues on the frontline.
In addition to our GoFundMe page, efforts were also seen from within Excelcare, with a successful rafﬂe being held, raising
£698 and Excelcare’s own Head of Financial Operations, Steve Parker, cycling 437 kilometres with his family to raise an
incredible £1,195! Before long, we had surpassed our target, raising a massive £20,000 in total!
Our Chairman, Ozzie, had originally pledged to match the amount raised, but after seeing the overwhelming generosity and
support from everyone who donated, he decided to treble our total so that all of Excelcare’s frontline team members could
receive a gift card to thank them for their incredible work during such unprecedented times.

Praise for Park Avenue
Park Avenue Care Home in Bromley have received some
wonderful feedback from relative and friends of people living
at the home recently.
Rita, a loved one of a resident at Park Avenue, wrote ‘I simply
can’t tell you how grateful we are to you. I feel really fortunate in
having Park Avenue to care for my dear Ted, you are all stars.’
Jo, whose mum lives at the home, also wrote to Park Avenue
saying ‘As frustrating as it is for me and my family, I would just
like to say thank you for always putting mum’s health before my
feelings.Thank you for going above and beyond your duties. I for
one appreciate all the hard work you are doing for our loved ones.’
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Compliments to Castlemead
The team at Castlemead Court Care Home in Milton Keynes are
incredibly dedicated to providing person-centred, digniﬁed
end of life care.
Over the last year they have received some wonderful
feedback from relatives of people who lived at the home,
thanking them for their hard work and loving touch. Anne, whose
dad had been a resident at Castlemead, wrote to let them know
that she ‘Could not let Dad’s death go without saying a big thank you
to everyone at Castlemead for the excellent care he received… It was a
difficult time for Dad who had never lived communally in his life before and,
at the same time, was coping with dementia. It was, however, the best and
safest place for him to be and end his days and it was a privilege for him and
me to have known you all.’ She also concluded her letter with a small note,
letting the home know that ‘I have told my friends that, when the time comes,
just put me in Castlemead Court please!’
Michael and Dawn expressed similar feelings in a card that they sent to
Castlemead, which read ‘Words are not enough to thank you all for your care and
kindness to Mary whilst she was with you! Thank you so much all you lovely carers in
Daisy Unit. You are all superheroes.’
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Activity Wordsearch
One of the words listed below does not appear in our word search. To be in with a chance to
win one of two £25 Love2Shop vouchers, simply email info@excelcareholdings.com with your name,
address and the missing word! Winners will be announced in our summer 2020 newsletter!

ACTIVITY TABLE
ARTS
BAKING
BINGO
BIRTHDAYS
BOARD GAMES
BOWLING
CARDS
CINEMA
COLOURING
COOKING
CRAFTS
DANCING
DRAWING
EXERCISE
GARDENING
LAUGHING
MUSIC
PARACHUTE
PARTY
QUIZ
SENSORY
SINGING
THEATRE
UPCYCLE
WALKING
WELLBEING

‘Well done’ to Westport!

London’s Westport Care Home have received some amazing feedback throughout the pandemic, despite challenging circumstances.
Denise, whose mum, Sylvia, lives in the home, wrote ‘I’d just like to say how impressed I am with the Westport team. My mum came
to you mid lockdown after a few months where she was quite depressed and unhappy. From my pod visits and calls I can see such
a change in her. She sounds like her old self again, and although her memory has deteriorated rapidly, the fact that she takes part in
activities and enjoys being with staff at Westport is such a comfort to me.The caring way in which the team talk to her and treat her is
just lovely. I’d like to thank everyone for caring for my mum at a time when I can’t.’
Ann had similar thanks to give, noting that she would ‘Just like to say a big thank you to all the staff at Westport who have such a
toughjobatthemomentwithCOVID.You’vekepteveryonesafeandIhonestlywouldn’twantmumanywhereelse.Ilovetheupdatesof
mum dancing, cake making and the video calls. Lekshmi is amazing… Always calling me with any changes or updates for mum.’
Westport also received a letter from the Tower Hamlets Safeguarding Adults Board, recognising all of their hard work. The
letter acknowledged ‘how difﬁcult it is for residents facing uncertainty and no close family contact or visits subject to the
regulations’ but thanked Westport for their ‘keeping our care home residents safe, especially from the start of the pandemic’.
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Heart-warming support from our communities
We are so grateful to family, friends and local communities of our homes for their generosity during this
challenging time. We have received a variety of donations across the board and it has been incredibly
touching.

Limetree’s sweet surprise

Etheldred feel the love

Windmill’s special deliveries

During the pandemic, many local groups
and individuals have been reaching out
to our homes to offer support and
make donations. Last year, the people
living at Limetree Care Home in
London were surprised with a special
delivery of coloured cakes and heartshaped biscuits.
The Home Administrator was
contacted by Lellybakes, a local baker
who is known for creating stunning
cakes and treats. They had made a
selection of sweet treats that they
wanted to give to the people living and
working at the home, to show that they
are thinking of them in these tough
times.
When the delivery arrived at the
home there were over 100 colourful
cupcakes and 60 heart-shaped biscuits,
all adorned with messages of hope and
love. The residents were amazed with
the delivery noting not only how many
there were, but also how impressive
the designs were on each and every
one.
Team members quickly loaded the
cakes onto trolleys and delivered
them around the home to ensure that
everybody got one. Knowing that there
are people in the community that are
thinking of them really helped to lift
spirits throughout the home.
Limetree would like to thank Lellybakes
for the very kind
donation. The cakes
were delicious
and brightened
everyone’s
day!

Due to COVID-19, relatives and friends
of people living at Etheldred House
Care Home in Cambridge have not
been able to visit in the same way that
they used to. However, the
team at the home have
been sure to keep in
touch as thoroughly
as possible, and many
have communicated
how much this has
meant to them.
Robin, whose dad is
at the home, wrote
to Home Manager
Santall saying ‘Thank
you for your email and
your timely updates. I
can’tthankyou,yourstaff
and his carers enough for
looking after my dad in
these most difficult times. I
receive regular updates on my
dad by telephone and this helps
a lot when I am not really able to visit. I
am certain he is receiving the best care
possible.’
Many other relatives agreed, with Ann
writing that ‘Words never seem enough
but I am sure everyone has nothing but
praiseforyouall.Youareamazingpeople.’
And Emma noting that ‘it’s great to know
that you are so on the ball with this –
hopefully there is some
light at the end of the tunnel!’
They have also received some
wonderful donations and gifts from
relatives and friends of the people
living there, which the residents
have particularly
enjoyed.

Windmill Lodge Care Home in
London have received some wonderful
deliveries throughout the pandemic;
each one highlighting how much they
are loved and appreciated.
The Local Corpus Christi Church
have maintained a very good
relationship with Windmill Lodge
for years, and often donate to
the home. This year they
surprised the home with
baskets of treats for the
staff and handmade
calendars for the
residents. These
calendars were lovingly
made by the children of
the Church.
Even at sad times when
residents pass away,
families have been known
to show their heartfelt
appreciation to the team at
Windmill Lodge. The home has been
presented with some lovely boxes of
chocolates and thank you cards with
written messages of gratitude for their
hard work.
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Supporting the COVID-19 vaccine rollout

Residents and team members across the Excelcare
family have been stepping up to get their ﬁrst dose of
the COVID-19 vaccine, as they join millions of other
people in the UK on the journey toward better days; while
protecting themselves and the people around them.
To date, 85% of the people we care for have received their ﬁrst dose and many have shared how much safer they feel already,
as they also look forward to receiving their second dose and hopefully are able to reunite with their loved ones soon. Relatives
have responded to the ongoing rollout positively, and many have been keen to share their positive feedback, with one relative
saying ‘This is brilliant. I just want to thank you all for the amazing care you give to my mum and for keeping everyone safe.’
In addition to this, 50% of our team members also received the vaccine within the ﬁrst four weeks of the UK’s rollout, helping
to keep themselves, their families and the people they care for safe. This has provided reassurance on many levels; helping them
to feel more comfortable and conﬁdent as they carry out their work each day, knowing they have an added layer of defence
against the virus and increased safety for all.
The health and safety of our team and the people we care for is paramount, so we continue to support the rollout of the
vaccine and the steps it takes us towards the restoration of normality. Until then, we’re committed to doing everything we can
to slow the spread of the virus and help to save lives by following the latest government guidelines.
Thank you to everyone who has and continues to support us. We hope for normality to return soon so we can welcome you
all back to reunite with your loved ones. We encourage everyone to do their part in keeping the people around them safe and
to look at the vaccine as a way of achieving this.
Residents and team members have come together to share their thoughts about the vaccine and the positivity it has brought.
These clips have been collated and made into a video which can be found on our YouTube channel.
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Loved ones enjoy heart-warming reunions
March was an emotional time for residents and
their loved ones, as well as our caring teams, as
after a long time, many of the people we care for
were ﬁnally reunited with their loved ones and able
to hold their hands once again.
The government’s latest guidelines have allowed each individual
living in a care home to nominate one person to visit them
regularly until full visitation is allowed once again. There have
been many smiles, happy tears and heart-warming moments
as residents welcomed their ﬁrst face-to-face visits with loved
ones since the ﬁrst lockdown in March 2020.
While people visiting care homes are required to wear full PPE,
nobody had allowed this to dampen their spirits and share time
making joyful new memories together.
“What a wonderful day! I wondered a little how the visit was going
to go, but it went beyond all expectations and I came away very
happyandcontented.Thesethingsdonothappenbyaccident,and
so as always, thank you very much indeed. It was also nice to say
hello in passing to some of your cheerful staff.”
– David, Husband of resident (Fitzwilliam House Care Home)

The Excelcare family has been witness to many magical
moments, including seeing couples hand-in-hand once more,
and residents spending valuable time catching up with their
children. They had lots to catch up on and certainly appreciated
the more ‘normal’ nature of these face-to-face visits.
We hope to support more family members in reuniting with
their loved ones as we get through the COVID-19 pandemic
and restrictions ease further. Until then, we will be supporting
our special families in all the ways we can, be this through faceto-face visits, visits within our safe visiting spaces, or through
technology.
We are concious that an important part of living in a care home is being able to socialise and enjoy physical, mental, spiritual and cultural activity that is vital for overall
health and wellbeing.
While visits have been limited, some of the activities that usually happen in our care
homes, such as visits from schools and entertainers, and also day-trips out to local
attractions, have sadly not been able to take place.
Instead, each of our care homes has implemented a revised weekly
activity plan. This includes new ways of keeping everyone active and
entertained, including a number of virtual activities and entertainment
sessions, as well as using our new interactive activity tables. We are
also ensuring that the group activities are smaller, adhering to physical
distancing advice and that additional cleanliness routines are implemented.
Our team members who specialise in lifestyle and wellbeing have been vigilant
to ensure that nobody feels isolated, by working hard to provide additional
one-to-one support to people wherever needed.
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Spreading the love
Though visits were limited due to COVID-19, care homes across the group made sure Valentine’s Day was
still a special day for everyone living in our homes!

St Fillans keep romance alive

Jean and Derek are both residents of
St Fillans Care Home in Colchester.
They moved in together as a couple and
have been married for 58 years. They
ﬁrst met in East London in 1958 and
said it was love at ﬁrst sight. Five years
after meeting, they married and had
two children together before moving
to Essex in 1990. Their relationship
continues to ﬂourish to this day and
they share the same love they did when
they ﬁrst met.
It’s heart-warming for the team at the
home to witness the bond they still
share, so for Valentine’s Day they set
up a wonderful evening Jean and Derek
could enjoy. Rather than eating in the
communal dining rooms, they set up a
romantic dinner for two in one of the
rooms at the home.
They laid the table with
a red cloth and placed
roses and wine glasses
on the table. Love heart
bunting was also hung
around the room and a
wooden heart on each of
their seats which read, ‘Best
husband ever’ and ‘Best wife
ever’.
When they entered the room, they
were surprised to see how beautiful
it looked and were excited to enjoy
some time together on Valentine’s Day.
The team from the Kitchen prepared a
stunning three-course meal consisting
of prawn cocktail to start, roast
beef for the main and apple crumble
with custard for dessert. They had a
wonderful time being served by the
team and celebrating their love for each
other.
It was a romantic evening
and one they were both
grateful that the team
made possible.

Sweyne Court throw a
Valentine’s ball

Valentine’s Day at Sweyne Court Care
Home was enjoyed as a family. To get
everyone in the spirit, the team brought
bow ties for all the men and ﬂower
corsages for the women. Balloons were
also delivered to decorate the home
with, alongside a large light up love sign,
kindly donated by Dreamy Play Days.
The dining room was decorated with
themed items and the kitchen team
brought out a delicious buffet. Usual
uniforms were swapped for red tops in
ﬁtting theme of Valentine’s Day. Deputy
Manager Ryan also changed his usual
attire to a three-piece suit and red bow
tie.
To commemorate this special day,
professional pictures were taken of
each and every resident as well as the
decorated surroundings by Administrator, Ellie.
After the brunch buffet, beers and Baileys were enjoyed whilst popular
Elvis music played in the background. The day ﬁnished with singing and
dancing along to love songs – it was a lovely day!
Celebrating Valentine’s Day not only helped to boost morale but given
people the chance to reminisce about their life partners and let their
families know how much they love them.

A busy Valentine’s at Peartree

With the rocky year that we have all had, the team at Peartree wanted to use
this Valentine’s Day to boost wellbeing with showers of love to both residents
and team members.
They decorated the lounges with balloons, cupcakes and
Valentine’s roses, and set up a Valentine’s Day baking session.
The people living at the home helped make delicious red
velvet cupcakes and decorated them with buttercream
icing. As Lifestyle Coordinator Marva went around
with the cupcakes, she said it was delightful to see
everyone having such fun eating their hard work.
However, it was important that the team weren’t
left out! They decided to host a ‘Guess how many
sweets in a jar’ competition, with the winner
receiving a box of sweets and a cuddly teddy bear.
Domestic Assistant Anita Buckle came ﬁrst by guessing
the exact amount – 110 sweets! Ionica Moldoveanu was
the runner up, guessing 105 sweets, and was given a box
of chocolates for her second-place prize.
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We’re all in this together!
We have fantastic people working hard throughout the Excelcare Group. We are truly proud of how everyone
has worked so hard and remained so positive throughout these uncertain times, working together as a team
and using their expertise, kindness and caring approaches to support the people who live in our care homes.
We have continuously provided information and resources to support our team
members and help everyone to stay positive during these unprecedented times.

The Excelcare Cookbook
Throughout the pandemic, our frontline teams have been incredibly busy taking care of people
and have not had as much time to come up with new meal ideas. So, to support them during
these challenging times, our Hospitality Lead, Andy Seal, created ‘The Excelcare Cookbook’.
This book is full of quick and easy healthy recipes to keep their mealtimes varied.
Andy notes that ‘Good nutrition and healthy eating is vital for us all, to help improve sleep,
concentrationandenergylevels.Withourteammemberssobusylookingafterthepeoplelivingin
the homes, this collection of recipes will hopefully help them to prepare quick, nutritious food in
under 15 minutes.’
The cookbook can be found on our social media pages as well as on our website.

Try one of Andy’s 15-minute recipes at home!

MexicanPearlCouscous&CornStreetSalad

METHOD
1. Prepare the couscous, following the packet directions.
2. Preheat and lightly grease a chargrill pan or barbecue grill. Cook the
chorizo for 1-2 minutes each side or until golden and slightly charred.
Transfer to a board.
3. Coo
Cook the corn and peppers for 3-4 minutes each side or until
smoky and lightly charred. Remove the corn from the cob.
4. Combine the couscous, chorizo, corn and capsicum in a large bowl
and divide among serving plates. Drizzle with dressing.

Castlemead Court begin new wellbeing sessions
In her new role as COVID Champion at Castlemead Court Care
Home, Lily Weatherly has introduced some wellbeing sessions for
the team. She hopes that these sessions will help manage the impact
of the pandemic on the mental health of the team.
The sessions are used to share tips and coping strategies for mental
health as well as provide the team with a safe space to share how
they are feeling. This has had some great feedback so far. One team
member noted that ‘The session has made team members more
aware of each other’s problems and feelings and encouraged us all to
communicate more effectively.’ And another team member wrote that
they ‘found it really insightful hearing other people’s tips and tricks for
coping with work related stress.’
Many have seen these sessions as a great learning experience, with
one person feeding back that they have ‘learnt about how others are
coping and managing in the pandemic’, and another saying that they
have ‘learnt how others deal with grief and to speak up in situation (they
are) struggling with.’
The team have reported that since the session there has been a
noticeable change of atmosphere on the unit, which is fantastic. Lily
has put all the amazing feedback on the home’s wellbeing board
along with some support lines and information for extra help.

INGREDIENTS
250g pearl cousco

us
2 chorizo sausages
,
sliced into rounds

2 corncobs, husks
silks removed

and

2 small peppers,
deseeded, cut into
strips
2 tablespoons chipo
tle
mayonnaise, to serv
e
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The Excelcare ‘Walk of Hope’
In February 2021, residents and team members of Excelcare proudly took part in a ‘Walk of Hope’; a
fundraising activity inspired by the incredible efforts of Captain Sir Tom Moore.
Residents and team members completed laps of their local area, care home or garden spaces to help raise money for The
Excelcare Benevolent Fund, a charity set up to support team members and their immediate family, should they ﬁnd themselves in
need through reasons of ill health or bereavement.
Well done to all the homes who took part! Everyone had a wonderful time celebrating the memory of Captain Sir Tom Moore
and picking up where he left off to raise money for a good cause.
Together, the Excelcare Family completed a total of 1053 laps, raising a total of £375 for The Excelcare Benevolent Fund.

Excelcare’s CEO, Ozzie Ertosun, took the lead and walked
10,000 steps for the Walk of Hope. Even though it had
snowed, Ozzie wrapped up and ventured out, not letting the
icy conditions get in the way of his pledge.His route took him
around his local area in Chislehurst, which ﬁnished back at his
home.

Sam Manning, Excelcare’s COO, also took part in the
Walk of Hope. She was joined virtually by the group’s four
Regional Operations Managers, and together they walked
10 laps of their local area whilst on a video call.

Members of our Quality, Governance and Development Team
each picked out a local beauty spot close to them to take a
walk. Some people took their dogs along for the walk too
and had a lovely time. As a team, they managed to complete a
combined step count of 60,102 – a very admirable effort!
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The team and residents of Hunters Down showcased their Walk of Hope
in video form, thanks to the editing skills of Lifestyle Coordinator, Kristine.
Residents and team members joined together and shared walks through
the hallways, while those who are less mobile did some steps on the spot
whilst seated.
While they walked, they sung ‘You’ll never walk alone’ in ﬁtting theme of
the fundraising activities. By the end of their walk, the group managed to
complete a total of 104 laps!
The video can be found on the Hunters Down Facebook Page.

Residents of London’s Peartree Care Home took part by
walking laps of the hallways together. They dressed up for
the occasion, wearing colourful head scarves and attaching
pictures of Captain Sir Tom to their shirts in ﬁtting memory
of his incredible efforts. Team members also joined in, and in
total, Peartree managed to complete an impressive 50 laps!

1940’s music played as residents of Stanley Wilson Lodge
completed laps inside their home.
Those who weren’t able to take part cheered the group on
from their chairs whilst waving Union Jack ﬂags. Everyone
enjoyed singing along to the tunes in the background, which
inspired them to keep going.
Together, they completed 25 laps and said it was lovely to be a
part of something so special.

Team Members at The Willows Care Home in Great Linford
walked around their local park and the home’s grounds. In
a ﬁtting tribute to Sir Tom, they attached pictures of him to
their clothing and wore the number 100; the number of laps
they aimed to achieve.
British ﬂags were displayed around the home in honour of
the British icon, and the group completed a total of 157 laps,
smashing their original target!
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A week of eggciting surprises

The Excelcare family made the most of the week
leading up to Easter, with the help of the Excelcare
Easter Bunny!
Our Chief Executive, Ozzie Ertosun
and Chief Operating Ofﬁcer, Sam
Manning, wanted to surprise
and delight teams for
their hard work during
this pandemic. With
COVID-19 limitations
beginning to ease
and the start of spring
blooming, it felt like the
perfect time to spread some
smiles!
Cupid Creative was brought on
board to help distribute eggs to each

of our care homes, and also our Homecare
team members. Fatma, who owns Cupid
Creative, dressed as the Easter Bunny
and with some help from her team,
they visited our London care homes
and Homecare service on Monday,
and care homes in Cambridge and
Milton Keynes on Tuesday, and Essex
on Wednesday. Upon arriving at each
home, everyone was very excited to
see all of the chocolate treats that
were being delivered and
jumped at the opportunity
to pose for a picture with the
Excelcare Easter bunny.
Our Central Support teams
also received a visit from an
Easter Bunny of their own, who handed out eggs and
posed for pictures with some of the teams.
There was some wonderful feedback from team
members which included;
‘Wowamazing!Thankyouforourlovelyvisitandgiftsthis
morning!’
– Jackie Blease (Regional Operations director, Milton
Keynes)
‘Thank you for making the residents’day!The bunny was
amazing,broughtabigsmiletoallourfaces.Thanksagain
from all at Castlemead Court.’
– Zoe Newbury (Home Administrator, Castlemead
Court.)
‘Thank you to the Easter Bunny for
HoppingallthewaytoDovecote
Manor. The residents loved
seeing you in our garden and
it made their morning. Thank
youalsofortheEastereggsyou
left.’
– Nicola Jackson (Senior
Team Leader, Dovecote Manor)
These are just some of the
lovely comments we received,
but there were many more
appreciative messages from
teams around the group.
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Inside the Hunters Down Chocolate Factory
The team at Hunters Down Care Home worked incredibly hard this Easter to create an immersive display in
their reception area, transforming it into Willy Wonka’s Chocolate Factory.

As you walked towards the entrance,
you saw a purple ‘Wonka’ sign with
lights and purple balloons...

Once through the door, you were
transported into Charlie’s house, with
four realistic Grandparents...

Next was Willy Wonka himself, who
was sitting at his desk ready with a
giant contract...

Once inside, you could hear the sounds
of a chocolate fountain, found at the
end of reception...

Three Oompa Loompas worked hard
handing out the sweets and Wonka
chocolate...

Sitting at reception was the goose that
lays the golden eggs, and an ‘eggdicator’
to see if the eggs were good or bad...

And ﬁnally, playing on the large TV was
the 1971 ﬁlm starring Gene Wilder as
Willy Wonka!

The chocolate factory was such a success that the Mayor of Huntingdon paid a visit
to ofﬁcially unveil the display on Easter weekend! There is a video of him cutting
the ribbon and taking a tour on the Hunters Down Facebook page.
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Fighting COVID-19 at home
We would like to share this helpful guidance around what to do if you are self-isolating at home after testing positive for
COVID-19, which includes some tips about what you can do to support a speedy recovery. Please feel free to share this
information if you feel it will beneﬁt or reassure someone you know.
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Our family’s achievements
A spotlight on Precious: a Nursing Practitioner
apprentice at Windmill Lodge

Excelcare is dedicated to providing opportunities
for growth and development for members of our
teams. Recently, we spoke to Precious: A Senior Team
Leader at Windmill Lodge Care Home in London,
who is undergoing an apprenticeship at the home.
Precious began working at Windmill as a Healthcare Assistant
in 2012 and was promoted to Senior Team Leader three
years ago. In 2019, she decided that she wanted to take her
career even further, and so decided to embark on a Nursing
Practitioner Apprenticeship through the home.
As part of the apprenticeship, Precious works at the home, is
provided a study day once a week, receives support from her
mentors and has regular meetings with the Home Manager
to assess her progress and see if she needs any additional
assistance.
Precious has been working incredibly hard to achieve her
apprenticeship and has felt extremely supported by the team
along the way. She said that the team of nurses that she
works with have been very helpful and are always ready to
listen and help. She has really enjoyed working with them and
is looking forward to completing her course and applying the
new skills and knowledge that she has acquired.
As well as her individual efforts and the help of the team,
Precious would like to thank her superb mentors Joselo Silva
and Judith Kagwe, and would like to extend a special thank
you to two very important women: Michelle and Samantha.
She considers Windmill’s Home Manager, Michelle David, a
role model, noting that she is ‘passionate, caring and leads by
example,tolerateszeroabuseandisalwayshappytohelp.Caring
for residents and making staff happy is her motto, and she is
alwaysputtingherlifedownforresidents,especiallyatthetimeof
COVID.’ She also mentioned Head of Business Improvement,
Samantha Crawley, referring to her as an ‘efficient, outstanding
and caring professional’. Precious said that Samantha ‘is always

passionate about residents’care and the team’s welfare. She is
alwaysbringingoutthebestinpeopleandtriesherbesttomake
sure everyone is happy and content. She is a great listener, is full
ofempathyandlove,andisalwaysreadytohelp.Sometimesshe
evenperformspersonalcareanddeepcleansroomsinthehome,
ensuring to lead by example.’
The team at Windmill are extremely proud of Precious and
the work that she has been putting in, with Home Manager,
Michelle David, calling her a ‘valued member of the team’, who
is ‘committed and hardworking’. They look forward to seeing
Precious ﬂourish throughout the rest of her apprenticeship
and are excited for what’s to come for her.

Dovecote’s sweet ‘thank you’
Dovecote Manor in Milton Keynes recently went through an intense outbreak. Once it was over, the management team decided that
words simply were not enough to express how hard everyone had worked not only through the pandemic but through that most
recent outbreak.They wanted to physically show how grateful they were to not only them, but also their families for the support and
patience they showed whist the team were working such long hours.
They decided to have a local cake company bake each team member a box of cakes for them to take home and share with their loved
ones. Each box contained a lemon drizzle and carrot cupcake, a chocolate orange brownie and a milkyway millionaire shortbread.
The team were so grateful for the kind gesture! They felt incredibly loved and supported and cannot thank management enough for
thinking of them during these tough times.
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Castlemead continue to think of others

The team at Castlemead Court Care Home have
been doing their best to show their fellow team
members how supported they are during these trying
times.
The team on Daisy Unit had unfortunately experienced a lot
of loss in quick succession, so the rest of the team gathered
together and provided them all with compassion packs, to
remind them of how grateful they are for their hard work.
In each pack was a card, a poem by COVID champion
Lily Weatherly, a ribbon, some forget-me-not seeds and a
collage of residents they had recently lost. The team were
overwhelmed with pride and gratitude, and it really boosted
team morale.
It is very common for the team at Castlemead to go
above and beyond their duties, especially when it comes
to the people we care for. On Valentines Day for example,
Castlemead’s Activities Coordinator Sally dressed up as
the Queen of Hearts to deliver sweet
treat packages, a stunning cake she had
baked, and roses to all of the people
living at the home. This was such a lovely,
personal touch and it made everyone feel
incredibly loved and thought of.
The dedication that the team puts in is
noticed by families as well. In a letter that
she wrote to the home, Anne wanted to
give ‘a special mention to Dad’s little shadow
Lily, who appeared at every visit in the
marquee and then the pod. He so obviously
liked her and her company and she so
obviously liked him! It was lovely to see their
rapport!’

In a letter written by Linda, whose mum had lived at the
home, she wrote that ‘There was one man with whom Mum
had a very special bond and that was Connor. He could motivate
Mum when no one else could and he had such a special way with
her. He gave me regular updates, shared with me the laughs the
two of them had had together and always responded to any of
myenquiries,welcomingmyinvolvementandgenerallykeeping
me close to Mum albeit from a distance. I am further indebted
to him because on her last day in this world he very kindly read
Mum the letter that I had written so that she could hear what I
never got to say one last time and that it was ok for her to let go
now. It not only reassured me, but I am certain in my mind that it
helpedMumpassawaysopeacefully…Heisaverycaring,gentle,
thoughtful, dedicated and remarkable young man.’

Just for fun!
Every Sudoku has a
unique solution that
can be reached logically.
Enter numbers into the
blank spaces so that each
row, column and 3x3 box
contains the numbers 1 to 9
without repeats.

Fnd the answers on page 21!

NOTES

Create as many words of 4 letters or
more, using the letters once only and
always including the letter in the middle
of the wheel (there is one 9-letter
word which uses all letters!)
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Shout-outs to our superheroes!

TELL US ABOUT YOUR CARE HOME HEROES
WE ARE ALWAYS LOOKING OUT FOR OUR
NEXT SET OF SUPERHEROES!
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO NOMINATE A MEMBER
OF THE EXCELCARE FAMILY TO BE FEATURED
IN OUR NEXT NEWSLETTER, PLEASE GET IN
TOUCH!
EMAIL INFO@EXCELCAREHOLDINGS.COM

Though every member of our team endeavours to
provide the most person-centred care possible, some
have really gone above and beyond recently, and
deserve their own special mention!

Justine Thekkan - Westport Care Home

Justine Thekkan, Deputy Care Manager at
Westport goes far beyond his call of duty
to ensure the wellbeing of the people
that live there.
Justine has set up the DP meetings and
also the MDT meetings to ensure that
people are being given the medical
attention that they so rightly deserve.
Justine leads the Clinical Risk Meetings
on a weekly basis to ensure that all
information is passed on to all the
Team Leaders.

WITH THEIR NAME AND WHY YOU SEE THEM
AS A HERO!

Judith Kagwe - Windmill Lodge Care Home
Registered General Nurse (RGN), Judith Kagwe
received a shout-out from her colleagues at
Windmill Lodge!
Her colleagues shared how Judith is “a hard
working member of the team who puts
residents ﬁrst, and religiously assists the
residents with compassion and care
during meal times.”
A team player; Judith is always there
for her colleagues and because of
all of this, Judith has recently been
awarded ‘Employee of the Month’!

Sam Farrow - St Fillans Care Home

The cold winter month of January had left morale a little low, and so Sam Farrow, the Lifestyle Coordinator at St Fillans Care
Home, got to work thinking of ways to lift morale. After thinking up some ideas, she decided that she wanted to
make an upbeat video featuring everybody at the home.
She went around and asked various members of the team and people living at the home if she could ﬁlm
them having a little positive dance to the song ‘Little Bitty Pretty One’ by Frankie Lymon, from the famous ﬁlm
Matilda. Once she had enough clips, she edited them together and produced a fun, upbeat video that she could
share to the home’s Facebook page.
This really lifted the morale at St Fillans when everybody watched it back together. Residents and team
members alike were ﬁlled with laughter as they observed everybody’s fun, happy dancing.
St Fillans had so much fun making this video that they shared it on social media with everyone, in the hopes
that it would make everybody smile.
If you wish to watch it, you can ﬁnd it on the St Fillans Facebook Page.

Sylviane Kenmonge and Annesha
Mitchell - Limetree Care Home

Sylviane Kenmonge and Annesha Mitchell
both achieved their adult care worker level 3
qualiﬁcations at Limetree.
These have been especially challenging to
achieve given the pandemic, but they still
powered through and achieved them. The
next step for these two is to
apply for Team Leader
positions, but the
qualiﬁcation could also
lead to other career
advancements, such
as nursing.

Denise - Westport Care Home

Denise is a Healthcare Assistant at Westport Care Home and was delighted
in February when she was presented with a Fortnum and Mason hamper
for winning Apetito’s Making a Real Difference Award.
Apetito is a frozen meal supplier, providing food crafted by chefs and
dietitians to many businesses and care homes. The organisation hosts the
‘Making a real difference awards’ each year to congratulate those who make
a positive impact to their place of work.
Home Manager, Denise Marks, submitted a heartfelt nomination for
Healthcare Assistant, Denise, saying ‘Denise is kind, compassionate
andcaringandpeoplelookforwardtoherbeingondutyandlead
theactivitiesthatenhancetheirdailyliving.Denisegoesabove
and beyond in her work role and you will often find her using
her days off to shop for the people that live at our home as
she is so keen to enhance their lives. Denise is a true asset to
our team.’
The judges were very impressed with the entry and
the positive difference she makes to everyone.
Congratulations Denise and thank you for everything
you continue to do!
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Sharing is caring
Our homes are brimming with so much creativity and talent, both from the team members and the people
who live there. We would like to take this section to highlight some of their amazing work with you all.

A poem by Amy Murray

A poem by Lily Weatherley

Amy is a resident at Windmill Lodge Care Home in London
and loves poetry so much that she can recite famous poems
at any time, anywhere. She also enjoys composing her own
poems. Below is a poem that Amy recited on the spot at the
home.

Lily was recently elected ‘COVID Champion’ at Castlemead
Care Home in Milton Keynes. As part of her role, she has
endeavoured to lift the spirit of both people living at the
home and team members during these challenging times.
One way she did this was by writing a poem to the Daisy
Unit at the home, which was included in a compassion pack
that was sent out to team members. The poem can be read
below.

Amy Johnson flew in an aeroplane
Flew to Spain and never came back again
The sea was awfully chilly
It made her feet quite silly
But you look sweet upon the bicycle sweet made for two.

With a heavy heart, we say goodbye to so many,
While carrying on, our helping hands are ready.
We keep it together, staying strong for our team,
(But we don’t want to run away, shout and scream.)
Residents that remain, and those yet to meet,
Look to us for reassurance, so with a smile we greet.
It’s important to remember, those who have gone,
To share stories and memories, so they’ll always live on.
And for those who still need us, we are all uniting,
To keep them safe and looked after, for them we keep fighting.

A poem by Gladys Merciline
Gladys works as a Lifestyle Coordinator at Park Avenue
Care Home in London, and wrote this poem to express
her appreciation for the hard work that the Carers at the
home do.
Carers
You are worthy
You are a priceless diamond
When I am thirsty you are there
When I am hungry you are there
When I am lost you found me
When I am afraid you are a call away
You are the eyes of my world
You hear with your heart
You are the voice for the voiceless
Now! Let’s put our hands together and clap for the carers

Thank you Daisy, for all you have done,
You are all heroes, whose praise should be sung.
Keep supporting each other, with love and compassion,
And ask the colleague, whose face looks ashen;
How are you feeling? and listen in close,
To their worries and wobbles, their troubles and woes.
And next time you feel overwhelmed or blue,
Lean on us all, we are here for you.
It’s been a tough year, getting longer and longer
But it’s the difficult times that make us grow stronger.
With the hardship and struggle we learn, and we grow.
So remember; the greater the storm, the brighter the rainbow!
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Budding artists from across the group!
Our homes across the group are ﬁlled with many budding artists, and they really let their talent shine in the various arts and crafts
sessions the teams host. Here’s a small showcase of some recent art pieces they have been working on.

On Bonﬁre Night, Clara created
ﬁrework explosion paintings using a
fun, innovative, technique!

Pierina from Windmill loves to knit.
She knits donations for the neonatal
unit at St Thomas’ Hospital!

The people living at Dovecote
recently made some handmade
cards to send to their loved ones!

A 3 person effort: Here is Gerry
painting ﬂowers to be used on a
photoshoot frame...

...Here’s Amy sticking the painted
ﬂowers onto a paper frame, making
sure they’re arranged nicely...

...And here is Iris, modelling for a
photoshoot using the newly ﬁnished
photoshoot frame!

To welcome in Spring, the residents
at Dovecote have been painting
these beautiful spring trees!

Dovecote Care Home has also
been encouraging some abstract
experimental paintings!

Recently Dovecote experimented
with using string and paint to create
a feather-like effect!
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CQC Infection Prevention and Control Inspections
During the COVID-19 pandemic, CQC Inspectors undertook
Infection prevention and control (IPC) inspections across our
homes, most were unannounced or given under an hour of notice before the inspector arrived at the home. Using questions
and prompts to look at how well team members and people
living in care homes are protected by infection prevention and
control (IPC), gathering information about our strengths in
order to understand if there were any gaps or concerns about
infection and control.
The inspectors used a tool that they pre-populated as much as
possible based on monitoring data, before they visited the care
homes to reduce time spent on premises and minimise exposure to risk.
To provide a quantitative measure to understand how well the
care home sector is responding to key areas of IPC practice,
the Inspector rated each IPC topic with assured, somewhat
assured or not assured
We are pleased to advise that the Inspectors were ‘assured’
at each of these homes, when assessing how well people are
protected by the prevention and control of infection measures
in place across the Excelcare group.

The below sets out the IPC topic and ratings received at all of
our homes
We were assured that the provider was preventing visitors
from catching and spreading infections.
We were assured that the provider was meeting shielding
and social distancing rules.
We were assured that the provider was admitting people
safely to the service.
We were assured that the provider was using PPE
effectively and safely.
We were assured that the provider was accessing testing
for people using the service and team members.
We were assured that the provider was promoting safety
through the layout and hygiene practices of the premises.
We were assured that the provider was making sure
infection outbreaks can be effectively prevented or
managed.
We were assured that the provider’s infection prevention
and control policy was up to date.

Limetree, Queen’s Oak and Castlebar all receive
‘GOOD’ rating in CQC inspection
Although this year has been challenging, our teams at Queens Oak, Limetree
and Castlebar have continued to deliver fantastic days for the residents. This
was recently noted during their most recent CQC inspections, where all three
homes have now been rated as overall GOOD.

Just for fun! - answers
Suduku answers

Well done for attempting this issue’s codebreaker and suduko! Take a look at the answers below to see how you did:

Codebreaker answers
4 Letter Words (15)
MAIL, SAIL, CALM, SLAM, LASH, CLAW, WAIL,
SLIM, LAWS, CLAM, HALL, LIMA, SLAW, CHAL,
HALM
5 Letter Words (10)
CLAWS, CLAIM, SHAWL, SCAIL,
CLAMS, CILIA, SWAIL, MALIC
6 Letter Words (2)
CLAIMS, SILICA
Ultimate Word (1)
WHIMSICAL

CLASH,

ILIAC,

Until next time!
6 excellent reasons
to choose Excelcare

Something for everyone
Our varied activities and
events plan includes daily
activities chosen by the
people who live here,
and provide the perfect
opportunity to socialise and
discover new hobbies!

A home from home
Throughout our home,
everyone is welcome to spend
time relaxing, socialising or
enjoying watching some films.
We also welcome you to
make your own room homely
by bringing any personal
possessions with you.

Thank you for taking the time to read our newsletter!
We would love for you to send us your feedback, or any
suggestions you have for the next issue which will be
released in summer 2021.
To get in touch please send an email to
info@excelcareholdings.com.
We love wellbeing
We understand the
importance of keeping well
and active. Our schedule,
mealtimes and environment
are each carefully and expertly
designed with comfort and
happiness in mind.

Connecting through
technology
People are also able to keep
in regular contact with their
friends and family by telephone,
or video calls on our dedicated
wellbeing tablets.

Our dedicated team
Our friendly and welcoming
team are on hand to support
you 24 hours a day.
We also benefit from regular
visits from our local GP’s,
District Nurses and Primary
Care Teams.

We’re here for you
We are proud to provide
care that is as individual as
each person who lives here.
We speak to everyone to
find out their likes, dislikes and
interests, to find the best way
to support everyone.

Follow us online for news and updates!
@excelcareuk
facebook.com/excelcareuk

www.excelcareholdings.com

